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CEMEN TECH I N C
EMPOWER YOUR CUSTOMERS BY OFFERING THEM A WAY TO COMPLETE THEIR
PROJECTS FASTER. Adding Cemen Tech volumetric mixer technology to their product line

gives contractors and municipalities full control over their projects. When they control their
concrete production, they also control their labor, schedule and proﬁts. Manufactured in the
United States, Cemen Tech mobile and stationary concrete mixers have been used in over
70 countries for 51 years. Complement your current products with a new offering for your
existing customers that has minimal competition, provides a tremendous ROI and has the
ability to revolutionize the construction industry. Learn more at CemenTech.com.

E. D . ETN Y R E & CO .
Etnyre International is growing. The addition of BearCat and Rayner Equipment Systems (RES) to the Etnyre International

team expands the range of equipment you have available for your pavement preservation program. Etnyre and Bearcat
now both offer crack sealing units with manual or state-of-the-art automated controls.

RES offers a large selection of equipment including hand wand seal coat tanks, selfpropelled computerized seal coat machines, and the best-in-show micro surfacing

trucks. Etnyre has also developed next-generation “green” distributors. These new
distributors eliminate the need for diesel or LPG burners and replaces them with electric
heaters. These heaters are driven from an onboard generator,
or you can simply plug into a shop outlet to maintain product

temperature. The Etnyre International team is dedicated to

manufacturing products for your pavement preservation needs.
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D Y NAPAC N O RTH AMER I CA L L C
Dynapac MF2500CS w/ IMix Feeder
The heart of the Dynapac Material Transfer vehicle (MTV) IMix-system is the combination of three smartly positioned devices:

Conical auger in the hopper, a ﬂow divider in the conveyor and a mixing system at the end of the main conveyor. The augers

in the hopper push the large particles, which are stagnant at the colder outer sections on the material hopper, towards the
middle of the conveyor to join the main ﬂow. The material is transported by the

movement of the belt to the top. Here the ﬂow of material is split by a ﬂow

divider into two streams and these streams of material are again mixed and
blended at the end of the conveyor by an auger mixing system before leaving

the main conveyor. This unique arrangement equalize temperatures within the
mix and blends large and small size aggregates. The result can be seen in
homogenous and long-lasting road quality.

Dynapac feeders are best known for their powerful and durable conveying

systems. The 4 ft wide conveyor with a highly reliable rubber belt has been

designed for optimal ﬂow and minimal segregation. Stiffening bars together

with roller chains make the conveyor system extremely robust. Special alloy steel
supports for the bars ensure optimal conveying performance. This signiﬁcantly
reduces the fuel consumption.

Designed to Perform, Built to Last.
Dynapac – Your Partner on the Road Ahead.

FAE USA, I N C.
The STABI/FRS and STABI/FRS/HP, soil stabilization at its ﬁnest
The STABI/FRS and STABI/FRS/HP are part of FAE’s latest product release in its line of state-of-

the-art soil stabilizers for PTO tractors. This model features a new ﬁxed-rotor system that improves
performance and productivity while using less power, an innovative ﬁxed geometry chamber that

allows for better processing of all types of soil, an ultra-sturdy structural frame made of tungstencarbide and Hardox to ensure extreme wear resistance, a hydraulic rear hood with anti-clogging
system, and interchangeable Hardox internal and side guards.

Great for large infrastructural work and small work sites alike, this machine is

able to work soil up to 20 inches deep with excellent mixing quality. It comes in
two operating widths, 91” and 101”, and is compatible with tractors from 300
to 500 horsepower.

This particular model is incredibly stable and strong and provides excellent

performance on hard soil with stones. Its main applications include construction
work, creation of paths, roads, highways, routes, parks and sports ﬁelds,
commercial zones, industrial parks, commercial and private
runways, dams, parking lots, and landﬁlls, among others.
For more information, please visit www.faeusa.com.
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THE NEW STABI/FRS
THE ULTIMATE STABILIZATION TOOL

Discover the new STABI/FRS, the ultimate soil stabilizer, with a fixed rotor system and a max. working depth
of 20 in. Made to work with 300-500 hp tractors, it is designed for higher performance, more efficiency and
maximum reliability on any construction site.
Contact us to find the right FAE product for you: (770) 407-2014 - info@faeusa.com
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K O MPL ET AMER I CA
More and more states are now requiring on-site recycling of concrete and asphalt for all road and bridge rehabilitation

projects. On-site recycling also saves time and money on every other type of project. Komplet crushers, screeners and shredders

ﬁt the bill. If you deal in equipment sales or rental, you have customers with a need for compact mobile equipment – mobile
crushers, screeners and shredders that can operate on limited-access job sites. Komplet America is looking for dealerships and

rental houses to join our team. Provide your contractors, governments, and end users with a solution for recycling materials
directly on-site. Your customers will be able to avoid hauling and tipping fees and will save on the purchase of new material.

The K-JC503 mobile crusher is track-mounted and weighs only 7,496 pounds. Its footprint is only 14’ 8” long x 4’ 10” wide

and can produce an end product of 3/4" to 3-1/4" at a rate of up to 34 tph.

The K-JC704 mobile crusher is also tracked-mounted and weighs only 26,455

pounds, with a footprint of 27’ 9” long x 7’ 2” wide. It is small enough for easy
transportation to tight job sites, yet features a 27" x 16" reversable single toggle
jaw crusher that can be adjusted hydraulically to produce an end product of 3/4" to
3-1/4" at a rate of up to 90 tph.

For further processing of material, Komplet offers compact tracked screeners.

The Kompatto 221 produces three products and processes up to 80 tph, weighing
only 7,054 pounds with a 12’ 2” long x 5’ 3” wide footprint. The Kompatto 5030

can process 300 tph and weighs 26,455 pounds, with an operating footprint that’s
32’ 5” long x 35’ 5” wide.

You can count on Komplet America to supply the machines,

parts, service and technical support that you and your customers
need. Visit www.kompletamerica.com for more information.

If you deal in equipment sales or rental, you have customers that
have a need for compact mobile equipment. Mobile crushers,
screeners, and shredders that can operate on limited access job
sites. Komplet America is looking for dealerships and rental houses
to join our team. Provide your contractors, governments, and end
users with a solution for recycling materials directly on-site. Your
customers will be able to avoid hauling and tipping fees, as well as
save on the purchasing of new material.

Krokodile Shredder

Kompatto 104 Screener

(908) 369-3340

Kompatto 221 Screener

Kompatto 5030 Screener

K-JC 704 Jaw Crusher

info@kompletamerica.com
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K-JC 503 Jaw Crusher

K-JC 805 Jaw Crusher

www.kompletamerica.com

R O AD W I D EN ER
Road Widener’s FH-R Attachment. Road Widener offers the patented FH-R

shouldering and side paver attachment, which precisely dispenses topsoil, gravel,
asphalt, limestone and more on roadways and shoulders – with an attachment
compatible with common machines that contractors already own. This offers road
repair contractors unbeatable versatility and proﬁtability. The remote-controlled
attachment easily connects to most skid steers, compact track loaders, road graders
and wheel loaders, operating off the host machine’s engine and hydraulics. No engine
or transmission to maintain reduces maintenance by 90% over self-propelled machines.
The FH-R easily ﬁts on a common-width trailer with the host machine and is available in left, right or dual dispensing
conﬁgurations. It costs up to 80% less than a self-propelled shouldering machine. The FH-R precisely dispenses up to 20 tons of
material in under 10 minutes with adjustable lay-down widths ranging from 1 to 6 feet, eliminating the need for any additional
scraping or sweeping. Road Widener LLC puts more than 30 years of road construction experience to work manufacturing
innovative shoulder maintenance equipment. Founded by two road construction professionals, Road Widener is equipped
with the industry know-how to provide the solutions contractors need to increase productivity and safety on the job site. Road
Widener LLC, 514 Wells Street, Suite 1-W, Delaﬁeld, WI 53108; www.roadwidenerllc.com.

SAKAI AMER I CA, I N C.
Sakai America – GW754 Vibratory Pneumatic Tire Roller. The Sakai GW754 is the only

vibratory pneumatic on the market, and even though it is a 9-ton roller, it equals the compaction
results of competitive 25-ton rollers. The dynamic kneading action from the vibratory tires
produces more uniform compaction throughout the pavement or base layer on both large
and small projects. It is an ideal machine to achieve dense longitudinal joints and is very
maneuverable in tight spaces on city streets, parking lots and cul-de-sacs with its center pin
articulated steering. The GW754 offers unmatched versatility in a roller, as not only can it be
used in both breakdown and ﬁnish stages, but it excels in the intermediate “tender zone”
where steel drum rollers can’t be used.

SCR EEN CO R E
Asphalt reclamation and soil stabilization are just some of the applications in which the Boxer tracked pugmill excels. The

Boxer combines precision PLC control with heavy Hardox steel construction to upcycle sub-par materials or recycle used
materials to meet or exceed code on construction projects. The beneﬁts, in terms of
eliminating off-site material movements (thereby reducing the overall carbon footprint

of the project) are massive. The corresponding reduction in bought-in materials results
in a green initiative with immediate cost beneﬁt. Add cement, lime, and bentonite via

the on-board weigh hopper, dial in the moisture content with the PLC-controlled spray
system, and ﬁnish in the variable speed mixing box – all inline at rates of up to 200 tph.

The Boxer is available with a range of options and complimentary equipment such

as a vibrating grid and mobile horizontal silos to ensure you have the complete mobile

solution for your project. Never has on-site pugmill mixing been so easy, with no cranes or
heavy lifting required for setup and continuous PLC monitoring ensuring uninterrupted,

hands-off production ﬂow. The Screencore range also includes tracked scalpers, crushers,

stockpilers, trommels and blenders for all material handling and processing operations
and is particularly well suited to meeting the challenges of environmental sustainability
with dual power options available on all our equipment.

The range continues to grow alongside dealer demand, and

2022 will see a couple of exciting new innovations coming to
market. Visit www.screencoremobiles.com to learn more.
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WACKER N EUSO N CO R PO R ATI O N
Wacker Neuson RD12A

Wacker Neuson, a leader in compaction equipment, delivers a full range of dual drum
rollers up to 4.5 tons, ideal for road construction and maintenance. The newly redesigned
RD12A features increased water and fuel capacities, improved curb clearance and an
upgraded operator’s station. This tandem vibratory roller has a 35.4-inch drum width and an
overall operating weight of 1.2 tons. The hydraulic motors are fully recessed for curb and side
clearance, so compaction can occur in conﬁned areas. Side clearance is 1.7 inches. Frequency
is 4,200 vibrations per minute and amplitude is 0.043 inches. Travel speed is 5 mph forward
and in reverse.
Designed for a variety of applications, including parking lots, driveways, secondary roads, repair work and nature trails, the
RD12A runs on an air-cooled, two-cylinder Honda GX630 gasoline engine that delivers 20.8 horsepower. The integrated joystick
in the operator station also includes water and vibration functions.

WIRTG EN AMER I CA, I N C.
The WIRTGEN GROUP is an international market leader in cold milling, paving, asphalt
compaction, and crushing and screening, made possible by best-in-class engineering
and a passion for genuine advancement. The WIRTGEN GROUP owes its strength to the
specialized product brands WIRTGEN, VÖGELE, HAMM, and KLEEMANN and amazing
customers who share their experience with us so that we can develop practical solutions
together. As a technological leader, we can offer our customers mobile machine solutions
for road construction and road rehabilitation. The WIRTGEN GROUP’s nationwide
network of dealers has you covered coast to coast with 24/7 parts and service support,
and our applications specialists are available to assist with the most complex applications.
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